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Family
treehouse
A modest timber cottage in Newtown has undergone a
gradual, 15-year-long transformation into an urban oasis,
a showcase for reuse and a ringing endorsement for smallscale inner-city living.

WORDS Rachael Bernstone
PHOTOGRAPHY Jon Bader
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With the support of the
local council and the help of
neighbours, including a
fellow architect and a
gardener, Terry transformed
the small park that adjoins
the house with landscaped
beds and paved areas. They
planted native shrubs and
edible trees – such as
macadamias, limes, lemons,
oranges and olives – along
permaculture principles for
wildlife and community
beneﬁt.

WHEN ARCHITECT AND BUILDER
Terry Bail and his wife Mel Griﬃths, a local
GP, bought this single-storey cottage in
Sydney’s Newtown in 2000, they carried
out a quick renovation to make it livable for
their family of three. Now, their daughter is
a teenager, and their home has undergone
a similarly gradual transformation into
a series of indoor and outdoor rooms
that make the most of the surrounding
landscape.
In stage one, Terry moved the main
front door to the side of the house to create
a spacious master bedroom overlooking a
tranquil courtyard. During stage two the
family moved out for six months while
the single-storey section at the back was

replaced with a two-storey addition. The
result is a compact, layered and characterful
home, made successful with a host of clever
space-saving solutions.
Upstairs, living and kitchen spaces
open to a wraparound deck with district
views, while downstairs, a bathroom and
bedroom open to a frog-friendly small
central courtyard, reminiscent of a Balinese
garden.
A cupboard underneath the stairs
leads to a small basement excavated below
the master bedroom, which holds two
rectangular 2000-litre rainwater tanks
and remote storage for the gas-boosted
solar hot water system. At the bottom of
the stairs, along a short hallway, a sitting
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HOUSE PROFILE

METRO SYDNEY

v
On the rear boundary, a
studio pavilion houses
guest accommodation and
a second bathroom. A small
spa is ﬁlled by storm water
from the neighbour’s roof
and runs on a low-cycle
off-peak electric-powered
pump.

l
There is a focus on
maximising ventilation and
cooling, with louvres
positioned for cross
ventilation and cooling sea
breezes, and high
clerestory windows for
venting hot air. The upstairs
ﬂoor is reclaimed
tallowwood with Livos
Kunos ﬁnish, while
reclaimed New Zealand
kauri from old ﬂoorboards
was used for the handmade
battens around the pantry.
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Room
with a view
A clear brief and creative freedom allowed
architect Tim Angus to make the garden an
integral part of this Melbourne period cottage
with a sensitive addition that links old with new.

WORDS Emily Braham
PHOTOGRAPHY Ben Hosking

IF YOU HAVE ANY EXPERIENCE OF
home renovation, or have watched the
program Grand Designs, you’d understand
the technical, emotional and legal
upheavals that regularly accompany such
endeavours. But for Beryl Davis, a retired
arts museum manager, the 10-month
renovation and passive solar addition to her
Edwardian Coburg cottage, in Melbourne’s
north, was “a wonderful experience, and a
real joy”.
The project architect and her son Tim
Angus, describes Beryl as “the best client I
have ever had. She was so supportive and
just trusted me and the builder’s expertise –
we all put in 200 per cent.”
So companionable was the renovation
that one of the builders, Mick Plummer,
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left a parting gift for Beryl: an elegant rustcoloured ﬁgurine, now strikingly framed for
viewing in the glazed link which separates
the original cottage and the minimalist rear
extension, visible from both inside and out.
Walking through the carefully restored
period home provides many of these perfect
sightlines. The once-dark, European-style
rooms were opened up with the addition
that replaced an old asbestos shed,
connecting the house with the garden. On
entering, there is an almost-immediate
view along the high-ceilinged hallway and
through the kitchen’s original window to
the narrow ferny strip between the original
house and the new garden room, and
beyond into the garden. In the beautifully
lit garden room itself, there is a view

j
The rear addition opens up the house to the garden. A gently sloping ceiling allows as much light in as possible while maximising the view
of the nearby tall gums. The design also considered future occupants of the house; the garden room could become the main living room
and the internal lounge converted into another bedroom in its later use. Accessibility features, including a wide bathroom to accommodate
a walking frame and structurally strengthened walls to support the future addition of grab rails, also make the house suitable for use into
old age.
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Ecovillages
come to
town
x
WestWyck developers and residents Mike Hill and Lorna
Pitt are preparing for stage two of their groundbreaking
project (pictured here), which has a renewed focus on
people and governance. Internal pathways and common
collection points, such as letterboxes, clotheslines and bike
sheds, and the popular shared productive garden all help
to foster community.
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SPECIAL

URBAN ECO DEVELOPMENTS

It’s argued that Australia is well behind the pack when it comes to green building, but an
increasing number of progressive multi-residential projects across the country are showing
what’s possible. There’s also a growing move to bring these developments to our cities,
spurring innovation that spans sustainable design to creative ﬁnancing.

WORDS Emily Braham

ECOVILLAGES, WHICH HAVE ROOTS IN THE INTENTIONAL
communities of the 60s and 70s, have traditionally happened on the

“resilient urban communities that can cope with changes in the
climate, changes in occupants and even changes in use.”

edges of our cities and in regional areas where land prices, clean air
and access to nature are readily conducive to more ‘natural’ ways

Christie Walk, the medium density urban inﬁll development in
inner Adelaide he designed and helped create 10 years ago, is one

of living. But more recently, there’s been recognition of the need to

small example of this. The development is now home to around 40

focus on our cities, oﬀering the people in them (and that’s over 75
per cent of us) healthy environments and a connection to nature
while prioritising access to infrastructure and services.

people in four cottages, a terrace of four townhouses, one threestorey apartment block and one ﬁve-storey apartment block on just
half an acre. The homes were designed to exacting environmental

Architect Paul Downton, author of Ecopolis: architecture and
cities for a changing climate, is an advocate of this urban eﬃciency;
the idea being that the gradual transformation of our cities into
productive and self-suﬃcient centres is essential in order to avoid

design standards, but also “like a habitat” that supports both people

ecological collapse. What is needed, he says, is design that enables

inhabitants, a mix of owners and renters, know each other, which

and wildlife with deliberately connecting spaces.
The careful planning, combined with the clear dedication of the
residents has led to a genuine sense of community. All the project’s
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Shutter
solution
Typically, architects are asked to make homes larger, but
Baber Studio’s innovative inner Brisbane design not only
transformed existing rooms and their connection with
the outdoors, but preserved the garden, extending the
building’s reach by just one and a half metres.

WORDS Emma Scragg
PHOTOGRAPHY Christopher Frederick Jones

l
RAISING THREE YOUNG BOYS HAS
made architects Monique and Kim Baber
more aware of the importance of the iconic
Australian backyard. They are great for play,
says Monique, but the tract of landscape
between cottages also “provides a genuine
micro climate that keeps the suburb cooler,
provides a habitat for many species of
native animals, and space for home-grown
produce.”
Their renovation to an inner Brisbane
cottage makes clever use of a reconﬁgured
ﬂoor plan that extends only one and a half
metres beyond the original building line
into the back garden. The thin sleeve of
deck, instead of a typical ‘mega deck’ means
that “once the glazing is opened up it can
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extend into the interior,” explains Kim.
Existing internal spaces were
manipulated to improve cross ventilation
and outlook, while raising the house
allowed for guests and work spaces in the
cool underneath. This eﬃcient approach
reduced materials and embodied energy
while retaining a decent-sized yard. It also
avoided overshadowing the owner’s father’s
extensive vegetable garden next door, to the
south.
The home’s desirable rear view is to
Brisbane’s natural landmark, Mt Coottha to the west, an outlook which also
made the original house “nastily hot” in
summer. To control the afternoon sun and
winter winds, horizontal eaves would have

The wraparound deck
which extends just one and
a half metres past the
original building’s boundary
can be joined with the
interior spaces, blurring
inside and outside and
allowing cross breezes to
ﬂow throughout the house.

v
The renovated house has a
vantage point to Brisbane’s
natural landmark, Mount
Coot-tha to the west, which
also meant the original
house was “nastily hot” in
summer. Baber Studio’s
design solution makes the
most of the view, but limits
weather extremes with the
careful use of shutters.
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Home lighting design

WORDS

Megan Norgate
Lighting is the forgotten hero of home design – when
done well it makes us feel good, and our homes safe
and easy to navigate, but it can also be energy hungry.
Interior designer Megan Norgate suggests ways to
make clever lighting choices that look great and have
less impact.

utility spaces. Though of course, window sizing and orientation
for daylight should be considered within passive solar design
requirements to balance against undesired heat gain or loss.
In a dimly-lit environment, the placement of new windows,
skylights or solar tubes can have multiple beneﬁts. When there
is overshadowing from a neighbouring property, boundary wall
or vegetation, a clerestory or highlight window can dramatically
improve an interior space. Alternatively, quality skylights with

LIGHTING ACCOUNTS FOR AN AVERAGE OF 6 PER CENT OF
residential energy use and between 8 and 15 per cent of the overall
household electricity budget. There are clearly eﬃciency and
budgetary gains to be made when designing and specifying lighting
solutions. Despite this, home lighting choices are often an afterthought, missing the opportunity to maximise eﬃciency and to
access the potential health, functionality and aesthetic beneﬁts of
good lighting design.
Each area of a home has diﬀerent lighting requirements and
each light ﬁtting need only provide enough directional light for its
purpose. The earlier that lighting is addressed in the design and
build process, the more likely sustainable and appropriate choices
will be made before time, patience and budget run out.
DAYLIGHT AND PEOPLE
The most important source of light to consider is daylight, not only
because it is a free resource, but also because it positively aﬀects
our health and happiness. Ideally a home has enough windows that
supplementary lighting is rarely needed during daylight hours,
as this causes the least disturbance to human circadian rhythms.
Circadian rhythms are the biological, behavioural and cognitive
changes that occur in the body over a 24-hour period in response to
environmental signals such as light and darkness. Natural light can
assist in reducing fatigue and improve sleeping patterns, alertness
and mood.
Appropriately sized and oriented windows will allow light gain
according to the direction and timing of sunlight. For example,
east-facing windows can be lovely in bedrooms and kitchens to
help you start the day, and larger windows are needed in daytime
use areas such as kitchens and living areas than in bedrooms and
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seals, double glazing and a capacity for summer shading can be
used. Solar tubes eﬀectively access natural light with a small glazed
surface area, preventing the heat gain and losses associated with
skylights.
Other, often less expensive tactics include painting the shaft or
light well a light colour to bounce light into the interior, or using
light paint and reﬂective surfaces on south-side exterior fences
or walls to bounce light back through south-facing windows. For
apartments or other spaces with no roof or wall access to daylight,
LED skylights that mimic the outdoor light levels could be a good
option.
PLANNING YOUR LIGHTING
A considered lighting plan begins with working out what tasks are
likely to be done in a particular space, and the amount of lighting
required to comfortably complete them. This means considering
the ways householders use each room; if people sometimes work
at the dining table, then an option for bright light is a good idea.
Even better, place a window or skylight above daytime work areas to
boost productivity.
Lighting throughout a house can be provided by a combination of
ceiling lights, wall lights, downlights and pendants. Some areas
of the home, such as utility areas and passageways, have ﬁxed
layouts but bedrooms, living rooms and dining rooms have movable
elements, so a degree of ﬂexibility can be incorporated, including
the use of standard and table lamps. In open plan designs, ﬂexible
lighting can help to deﬁne zones and allow for diﬀering moods and
activities.

DESIGN MATTERS

LIGHTING DESIGN

l
Architect Caroline Pidcock worked hard to
bring light into the once dark kitchen of her
beautifully renovated Victorian terrace in
inner Sydney. The suspendend LED Koda
light over the kitchen bench offers a small
amount of uplighting as well as downlighing
to add to the the general ambience of the
room. LED strip lighting above the kitchen
bench with a mirror splashback helps to
bounce the light around the room. See
Sanctuary 32 for a full proﬁle on this house.
Image by David Iacono.

TASK LIGHTING
Task lighting is needed in utility areas such as kitchens, laundries,

Free software such as Relux can be used to calculate how many light

bathrooms and oﬃces. Here it can be directed where it is needed
most, such as above the sink, stovetop and food preparation areas,
ensuring a person’s head will not cast a shadow. LED strip lights and
recessed downlights under cabinets are ideal for these purposes,

ﬁttings are needed in each space, or lighting designers and some
suppliers will be able to provide an accurate plan.

and should be speciﬁed before cabinets are built and installed so
that recessed tracks, cutouts and transformers can be integrated

Colour temperature is a way of deﬁning the colour characteristics
of light, ranging from cool, bluish tones to warmer, yellow and
red ones. Task areas are often best served with a ‘white’ light at

into the design.

LIGHT TEMPERATURE AND COLOUR

the cool end of the spectrum for a given globe wattage, as cooler
OUTDOOR LIGHTING
Outdoor lighting is important for safety and amenity, but don’t
overdo it, and make sure directional lighting doesn’t face a
neighbour’s window or entranceway. Floodlights can use up to 500
watts per light and can easily be left on accidently during the day,
so using LEDs could save around 80 per cent of energy use. Wallmounted lights, solar lighting and porch lights are a welcoming
safety feature around access areas. Outdoor living and dining
spaces can also beneﬁt from ambient lighting, such as a pendant or
solar powered fairy lights strung over pergolas or fences. Various
landscape, deck and pathway lighting can be used for safety and
eﬀect; pick a couple of key areas to highlight rather than the whole
space.
HOW MUCH LIGHT?
To assess the quantity of light needed in an area you need to
consider both quantity of light emitted (lumens) and the beam
angle (60-180 degrees). Lux is the measurement of light intensity,
based on lumens, distance from the light source and the beam
angle of the light. This measurement is used to ascertain how many
of each type of light is needed in a particular area of your home.
Typically for general use, 200 to 300 lux is suﬃcient, with 350 to
800 in task areas and 150 lux for soft light.

LED lights tend to have slightly higher lumen outputs per watt
of electricity used. Studies have shown that blue light can have a
stimulating eﬀect on people due to its similarity to early morning
light. Spaces for relaxation may beneﬁt from warmer light sources
for the opposite reason. Avoid placing very warm and cool lights
next to each other as they can clash. Some ﬁttings and bulbs have
both warm and cool LEDs and smart control systems, allowing the
ﬂexibility to select the colour temperature desired using a remote
control or mobile phone app.
LIGHTING AUTOMATION
Home automation uses technology to control homes with the push
of a button, voice command or our presence in a room. At a basic
level it is a sensor light that switches on with human activity. More
sophisticated systems allow lighting and appliances to be controlled
via smartphones or tablets. These products allow users to schedule
appliance and lighting use and get alerts when something has been
left on. Home automation is best approached by starting small and
understanding the technology fully before investing.

a
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